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Cantat-Gaudin+2020: 
Open cluster parameters with an ANN

astrophysics

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020A%26A...640A...1C/abstract


  

What kind of astrophysics?



  

Cluster demographics (births & deaths)!

Clusters within
1 kpc / Myr

Survival rate

log age [yr] 



  

 → Still valid conclusions:)

Cluster demographics (births & deaths)!



  

Model: 
 → disruption time of clusters, defined as tdis  (d ln M /dt)≡ 1 − depends on the mass M as 

tdis = t0 (M/M⊙ )γ with  = 0.62 for disruption by two-body relaxation in a tidal field.γ
 → good agreement with COCD data (Kharchenko+2005)

Cluster demographics (births & deaths)!
Lamers+2005 model

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2005A%26A...438.1163K/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2005A%26A...441..117L/abstract


  

Gaia as a game-changer for OC 
demographics:

- determined the completeness 
of the Cantat-Gaudin+2020 
catalogue using the experiments 
of Castro-Ginard+2020

- the tail of old OCs disappears: 
many of those objects could not 
be confirmed 
(Cantat-Gaudin & Anders 2020)

- peak at ~10 Myr later also 
found in OB stars (Zari+2023)

Use case of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Cluster age function (Anders+2021)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020A%26A...640A...1C/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020A%26A...635A..45C/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020A%26A...633A..99C/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...669A..10Z/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021A%26A...645L...2A/abstract


  

Use case of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Cluster age function (Anders+2021)

- estimated the completeness 
of the Cantat-Gaudin+2020 
catalogue using the 
experiments of 
Castro-Ginard+2020

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021A%26A...645L...2A/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020A%26A...640A...1C/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2020A%26A...635A..45C/abstract


  

- the age function follows a 
Schechter or broken power law.

- nice agreement with the cluster 
destruction models of 
Lamers+2005 &  
Lamers&Gieles 2006
- but poor discriminative power 
to constrain disruption 
timescale..

- present-day cluster-formation 
rate of  0.6 0.1 Myr∼ ± 1−  kpc 2 −

 → Only 8  15 % of all stars −
born in the solar neighbourhood 
are formed in bound clusters

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Cluster age function (Anders+2021)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2005A%26A...441..117L/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2006A%26A...455L..17L/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021A%26A...645L...2A/abstract


  

The need for OC masses

 → The joint mass-age distribution encodes the physics of cluster destruction 
 → In the MW the selection function is not trivial, though  …

 M83 clusters with HST
(Fouesneau+2012)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2012ApJ...750...60F/abstract


  

Detailed studies of SN Ocs:
Ebrahimi+2022 (12 OCs)

 → Forward simulation 
of the CMD 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022MNRAS.516.5637E/abstract


  

Detailed studies of SN Ocs:
Ebrahimi+2022 (12 OCs)

 → Full forward simulation 
of the CMD 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022MNRAS.516.5637E/abstract


  

Detailed studies of SN Ocs:
Ebrahimi+2022 (12 OCs)

 → Full forward simulation 
of the CMD 

„dynamical age“

Mass-function
slope

 → in line with pre-Gaia studies (Bonatto & Bica 2005, Maciejewski & Niedzielski 2007, ...)
 → Conclusion: two-body relaxation governs the shape of the PDMF 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022MNRAS.516.5637E/abstract


  

Detailed studies of SN Ocs:
Ebrahimi+2022 (12 OCs)

 → Full forward simulation 
of the CMD 

Mass-function
slope

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022MNRAS.516.5637E/abstract


  

 → Full forward simulation 
of the CMD 

Mass-function
slope

„dynamical age“

Detailed studies of SN Ocs:
Cordoni+2023 (78 OCs)

+ taking into account differential extinction!
 
 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...672A..29C/abstract


  

 → Full forward simulation 
of the CMD 

Mass-function
slope

„dynamical age“

Detailed studies of SN Ocs:
Ebrahimi+2022 (12 Ocs) & Cordoni+2023 (78 OCs)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022MNRAS.516.5637E/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...672A..29C/abstract


  

Mass functions & masses on an industrial scale 
(A. Zupic, MSc@UB 2023)

Base catalogue:
Hunt & Reffert 2023
(DR3; d  2 kpc)<

 → Mass functions & total masses for 
~1000 OCs  (preliminary!)
- following a very similar technique to 
Cordoni+2023
- ad-hoc corrections for multiplicity 
based on Borodina+2021

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...673A.114H/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...672A..29C/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021ApJ...908...60B/abstract


  

Multiplicity  fractions (Donada+2023)

- Automatic fitting of OC main sequences incl. binary sequence 
- Using the Gaia DR2 membership lists of Tarricq+2021 & Cantat+2020
- Homogeneous determination of high mass-ratio binary fraction (q 0.6) for > 202 OCs
- Comparison with custom OC simulations with the Gaia Object Generator 

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023arXiv230111061D/abstract


  

Main findings:

● Big variance in binary fractions: ~5% - ~70%
● Median fb ~ 18%
● High fb probably linked to almost dissolved OCs 
● Trends with distance and ages are mostly produced 

by selection effects...
● No trends with Galactic position
● Anticorrelation of fb with metallicity confirmed

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Multiplicity  fraction (Donada+2023)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023arXiv230111061D/abstract


   → Not accounting for binaries (& higher-order systems) in the mass function can be 
corrected for by multiplying the obtained total mass with ~1.1 (for a typical fb)

Multiplicity: influence on total masses 
(Borodina+2021)

Unresolved binary fraction Unresolved binary fraction

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021ApJ...908...60B/abstract


  

OC masses (A. Zupic, MSc@UB 2023)

- Mass functions found to evolve with dynamical age 
= age/trh  (Ebrahimi+2022, Cordoni+2023)
- Working on a catalogue of total tidal masses for 
further inferences (to better constrain cluster 
formation & destruction rates/mechanisms)
- Again, the selection function is complex  depends …
on l, b, d, age, mass  – at least  { } …

size ~ tidal mass

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2022MNRAS.516.5637E/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...672A..29C/abstract


  

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Total masses (A. Almeida+2023)

 → Base catalogue: Dias+2021 (Gaia DR2) clusters (d  1.5 kpc)<
 → Accuracy of the method strongly relies on the parameters of Dias+
 → All members are used (so these were not strictly tidal masses)

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023MNRAS.525.2315A/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021MNRAS.504..356D/abstract


  

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Tidal masses (D. Almeida+, in prep.)

 → Base catalogue: Dias+2021 (Gaia DR2) clusters (d  1.5 kpc)<
 → Impact of binaries not clear  but overall mass estimates agree …

well with A. Almeida+2023

 → Mass functions & total masses for 
~1000 OCs  (PRELIMINARY!)
- following a very similar technique to 
the one presented by Giacomo (so 
won’t bore you with too much detail:) 

https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/252/contributions/1834/attachments/833/1657/Duarte_Almeida_DuarteAlmeida_mass_loss_open_clusters.pdf
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2021MNRAS.504..356D/abstract
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023MNRAS.525.2315A/abstract


  

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Tidal masses (D. Almeida+, in prep.)

Base catalogue:
Dias+2021
(DR2; d  1.5 kpc)<

 → Peak at log(M) = 2.7
Standard deviation of 0.4

https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/252/contributions/1834/attachments/833/1657/Duarte_Almeida_DuarteAlmeida_mass_loss_open_clusters.pdf


  

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Tidal masses (D. Almeida+, in prep.)

Base catalogue:
Dias+2021
(DR2; d  1.5 kpc)<

 → May be valid to first order ? See E. Hunt’s talk…

https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/252/contributions/1834/attachments/833/1657/Duarte_Almeida_DuarteAlmeida_mass_loss_open_clusters.pdf


  

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Tidal masses (D. Almeida+, in prep.)

Base catalogue:
Dias+2021
(DR2; d  1.5 kpc)<

 → The joint mass-age distribution can indeed constrain cluster formation rate, 
CIMF, & cluster disruption – also for the Milky Way!

https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/252/contributions/1834/attachments/833/1657/Duarte_Almeida_DuarteAlmeida_mass_loss_open_clusters.pdf


  

Use cases of the Gaia OC catalogues:
Mass-age distribution (Just+2023)

Base catalogue:
MWSC; d  1.8 kpc<

 → Nice modelling effort! But based on a really outdated catalogue...

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...672A.187J/abstract


  

Asterisms: 
They are still among us!

...

These are known to be asterisms since 
2018..  Don’t use them.

Just+2023: 

D. Almeida+, in prep.

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2023A%26A...672A.187J/abstract
https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/252/contributions/1834/attachments/833/1657/Duarte_Almeida_DuarteAlmeida_mass_loss_open_clusters.pdf


  

Summary

 → OC ages and tidal masses encode the Galactic cluster formation and 
destruction history
 

 → We are starting to get reasonable mass estimates for larger samples

 → We still need better (and more) mass estimates to better constrain the 
destruction time-scales and the GCMF

 → Equally important, we also need a well-determined selection function for 
the sample! 

 → There is no turning back to before 
Gaia:)

A. Zupic, MSc@UB 2023



  

This happened in September.. slides at 
https://indico.icc.ub.edu/event/252/
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